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The Bob-Tango1earthquake of magnitude5.8 (Ms), occurred in southeastern Iran on 19 December1977, not
far from the region wherethe 1896 and 1933 earthquakes caused considerable damageand destruction. Theshock
wasassociated with a 19.5-kin fault break at the surface with a maximum
20 cmright-lateral strike-slip movement
alongan Early Quaternarygeologicalfault. Results of the field investigation together with the fault plane solution
andepicentre location of the mainshockare presented here in order to give a seismotectonicviewof the event.
Surface rupture and fault plane solution of this medium-magnitude
earthquake demonstratea considerable
amountof fight-lateral movement
along a majorEarly Quaternaryhigh-angle reverse fault. This changein fault
behaviourand slip vector mayindicate that evidence of Early Quaternarymovement
cannot alwaysprovide a good
clue to present-daycrustal deformation.
1. Introduction
The Bob-Tangol (northeastern Zarand, Iran) destructive earthquake occurred at 23 : 34 : 34 GMTon
19 December 1977, along a segment of the Kuh Banan
Fault [1-3], in the Kermanprovince of southeastern
Iran, a region knownto have been seismically active at
least since 1896. The macroseismic epicentre of the
main shock was located at 30.9°N, 56.6°E (Fig. 1).
The main shock destroyed or severely damaged
about five villages, killed 551 and injured 247 people in
a remote, desert area. The low casualty rate has been
partly due to the fact that the stricken area was
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sparsely populated and partly because of the damaging
foreshock of 9 November 1977, which made the
Dehzu villagers live in tents. The maximum
intensity of
the shock just exceeded VII on the Modified Mercalli
Intensity Scale (Fig. 2). A day after the main shock,
heavy rain in the area washed away some parts of the
earthquake faulting or covered it with debris, but nonetheless most of the features which did not cross alluvial
fans were scarcely affected. Despite the obliteration of
the original features in the fans by this storm, newfeatures appeared which must have been associated either
with aftershocks or with post-seismic creep.

2. Regional seismicity
Very few earthquakes from the Kuh Banan Fault
zone have been documented because of remoteness,
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(with surface rupture along the RavarFault, shownin
Fig. 1), and 1913. However,an interview with the
people of the Bob-Tangolregion showedthat this segmentof the KuhBananFault was aseismic at least for
three generations.
The location of the 20th century instrumentally
recordedearthquakesin the investigated area, as well
as the macroseismicregions of the major shocks, and
surface ruptures associated with them, are presented in
Fig. 1, whichshowsa very low recorded seismicity
along the fault. For major shocks for which macroseismic data are available, the instrumental epicentres
appear to be in error by tens of kilometres, therefore,
the maximum
damagezone of these earthquakes are
given [4]. The error is about 50 kmfor the 1903.03.22
Zarand earthquake, 10 kmfor the 1911.04.18 Zarand
earthquake, 20 kmfor the 1933.11.28 Behabadearthquakeand finally 12 kmfor the recent destructive
earthquake of 1977.12.19.

3. Foreshocks

Fig. 1. ~ap of the Kuh BananFault in southeastern1ran.
The epicentral regions of 1896, 1933 and the recent earthquakes of 19 December 1977 and 24 May 1978 are shown
along the fault line. Twocross-sections (after Huckriedeet al.

[1]) of A-BandC-Dare presentedto emphasize
the Early
Quaternary
high-angle
reversecharacterof the fault in the
investigated area. TheUpperPrecambrian-Lower
Cambrian
sediments(NE)are thrust overthe Quaternary
alluvial
deposits(SW).Thereactivatedpart of the fault duringthe
recent Bob-Tangol
earthquake,witha right-lateral movement
of 20 cm,is shownby a thick line. Legend:1 = documented
earthquake
fault; 2 = epicentralregion;3 = EarlyQuaternary
fault; 4 = instrumentalepicentre,5 <~mb < 6; 5 = mb < 5;
6 = geological
cross-section.

low population and distance from the trade routes.
Weonly knowtwo destructive earthquakes along this
fault; the Behabadearthquake of 1933.11.28 (with
about 10 kmof surface rupture associated with the
earthquake), and the Qobeh-e-Sabzearthquake of
1896in the north of the city of Kerman(Fig. 1). Three
other destructive and damagingearthquakes took place
about 60 kmnortheast of the Bob-Tangol1977.12.19
earthquake region, in Ravar and Reyhan, in 1903, 1911

The recent seismic activity along the Bob-Tangolsegment of the KuhBanan Fault started on 17 September
1977 whenthe area was strongly shaken by an earthquake. The second shock was felt on 15 October and
the third one on 7 November.On 9 November,a rather
strong shock (namedhere as the damagingforeshock)
severely damagedDehzuand Bob-Tangolvillages
(Fig. 2). Noinstrumentallocation is given for this
shock, but its macroseismicepicentre is estimated at
30.9°N, 56.5°E, based on the field investigation. Two
moreshocks were felt by people in villages near the
fault line on 10 and 13 November.Followingthis date
no earth tremors were felt for 35 days between
13 Novemberand 19 December. The main shock of
19 December1977 occurred without any premonitoring foreshock which wouldhave permitted people
to wakeup and escape from their houses.
The damagingforeshock of 9 Novemberhit two
villages (Dehzuand Bob-Tangol)on the northwestern
segmentof the Bob-TangolFault, and its macroseismic
epicentre can be confidently located. During the main
shock the centre of activity wasshifted to the southeast, i.e., towards the Giskregion. Althoughthe houses
in the village of Dehzuwere damagedand weakened
by the damagingforeshock, they did not collapse
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Fig. 2. Epicentral region, fault plane solution and mapof the EarthquakeFault of the Bob-Tangol19 December1977earthquake
along the KuhBananhigh-angle reverse fault, northeast of Zarand. Despite the majorreverse movement
during the Early Quaternary (thrusting of kowerPaleozoic sedimentsover Quaternaryalluvium), the earthquakefaulting is right-lateral with a maximum
offset of 20 cm. Theearthquakefault is limited betweentwo transversal tear faults. Theasymmetricdamagedistribution maybe
becauseof the differences in foundation materials and in building type. Legend:1 = housescompletelydestroyed; 2 = houses
partly destroyed, badly damaged;3 = houses damaged;4 = houses fissured; 5 = the shockstrongly felt; 6 = earthquakefaulting;
7 = isoseismal line of the maindestructive shock of 19 December1977; 8 = isoseismal of the damagingforeshock of 9 November
1977;9= geologicalcontact; 10 = synclinal axes; 11 = anticlinal axes; 12 = geological fault; 13 = instrumentalepicentres of the
mainshock (U.S.G.S.and our locations).
completely during the main shock. The damaging foreshock made a pronounced distortion on the main
shock macroseismic pattern and enlarged it northwestwards, covering the Dehzuregion as well (Fig. 2).

4. Mainshock and surface faulting
The destructive earthquake of 19 Decelnber 1977
was associated with a right-lateral strike-slip surface
rupture of 19.5 km long (the Earthquake Fault)caused
by the reactivation of a high-angle reverse geological
fault (the Kuh Banan Fault). The earthquake triggered
several landslides.
The Kuh Banan high-angle reverse fault (Fig. 1)
was first referred to as a recent major seismic fault by
Huckriede et al. [1] and Berberian [2,3]. The fault is
composed of several deep-seated en-~chelon segments
along which the Late Precambrian and Lower Paleozoic
rocks thrust over the Quaternary alluvial deposits. The
total length of the fault is more than 300 km and is
clearly recognizable on the ground, especially in the
sections where it separates hard rocks in the east from
fanglomerates in the west. Pre-earthquake aerophotography do not indicate lateral motion along the Bob-

Tangol segment of the Kuh Banan geological fault,
along which the earthquake of 19 December 1977 took
place. A subsequent field survey in the region along
the faults given in Fig. I, showedno evidence of reactivation of any other segments of the Kuh Banan
and/or the nearby faults. However, it should be mentioned that the extreme northwestern segment of the
Kuh Banan Fault was reactivated during the Behabad
earthquake of 28 November1933 ([1,2,5];see
Fig. 1).
The Bob-Tangol segment of the Kuh Banan Fault
appears to be limited in the north and south by two "
minor transversal tear faults (Fig. 2). The segment has
a gouge zone varying in width from a few metres to
30 m. The latest pre-earthquake movementalong this
segment (with a trend of N140°E and dip of 70°NE)
produced new slickensides on the hanging wall with an
average strike of N116°Eand a plunge of 50°SE.
Along this trend the Lower Paleozoic rocks (in the
northeast) are thrust over the Quaternary alluvial
deposits (in the southwest), thus the fault was
active reverse fault in the Early Quaternary. The area
also shows several Late Precambrian-Early Cambrian
Desu (Dehzu) Series (Hormoz Salt) deposits intruded
into the Lower Paleozoic fornrations. The Kuh Banan
Fault was a major facies divider during Late Pre-

Fig. 3, Right-lateral offset of a small stream bed along the earthquake fm~lt at Gisk, looking west.

Fig. 4. Right-lateral offset of tractor wheel tracks along the branches of the earthquake fault, looking west.
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cambrian-Early Cambrian time controlling the western part of the HormozSalt basin. No major Hormoz
Salt is deposited in the western part of this deep-seated
fault. It is therefore concludedthat it is a very old
feature.
Despite the fact that the Bob-Tangol segment
acted as a major high-angle reverse fault during the
Early Quaternary, earthquake faulting in the December
1977 shock is predominantly right-lateral strike-slip
without any significant or detectable vertical movement at the surface. Several en-dchelon tension openings witla a strike of N-S to N20°E,indicative of rightlateral slip, were found along the fault line. Stream
beds and wheel tracks of tractors were displaced
right-laterally
maximally 20 cm by the earthquake
fault (Figs. 3 and ;4). The 19.5-kin pronounced surface break of this medium-magnitude earthquake
may indicate that the northern segment of the present
earthquake fault was activated during the damaging
foreshock; a fact which we cannot prove, because
nobodyvisited the fault line in the 35-day period
between the damaging foreshock and the main shock.
The maximum 20-cm measured movement is observed southeast of the Gisk village in the southern
part of the earthquake fault. Although the horizontal
movementis changing inconsistently along the fault
line, the displacements decrease and the fresh surface
rupture gradually dies out as the earthquake fault
approaches the extreme northwest and southeast ends

of the fault segment, where the fault is cut by two
minor tear faults (Fig. 5).

5. Epicentre location
To locate the main shock the computer programme
currently used by the Seismological Network of
Ferdowsi University [6] has been used, in which a
three-layer velocity model for P- and S-waves in the
crust and upper mantle is assumed. The velocity model
is taken from Asudeh [7], which is:
Layer

Vp

V
S

Thickness (km)

1
2
3

5.7
7.1
8.05

3.3
4.1
4.(;

15
35

P-readings from 12 regional seismic stations are
used in the location programme. Since no S-readings
were available and the nearest station is more than
300 km from epicentre, the control on depth of the
event is poor. Our epicentral parameters and those of
U.S.G.S. are as follows:
Origin time
(GMT)

Location

23 : 34 : 33.1 30.9°N,
56.6°E
23 : 34:34.2

mb MS Depth
9

30.954°N, 5.4 5.8 3i
56.473°E

N

Source

12 present
151 U.S.G.S.

in which N is tire nmnber of recording stations. A comparison of these two locations (Fig. 2) shows that the
location given in this report is closer to the macroseismic epicentre than the U.S.G.S. location.

6. Fault plane solution
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Fig. 5. Inconsistent horizontal displacementat the surface
along the Bob-Tangolearthquake fault of 19 December1977.
Vertical axis is right-lateral displacementin centimetresand
horizontalaxis is fault length in kilometres.

Based on the data collected from many seismological stations, a fault plane solution was madefor the
main shock. The polarities of the P-wave first motion
(Fig. 6) show two nodal planes striking N148°E(dipping 58°NE) and N69°E (dipping 80°SE). Field investigation of the 20-cmright-lateral surface motion
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hence the changeof angle betweenthe horizontal slip
vector and fault trend, changedthe horizontal to
vertical displacementratio of the fault.
Similar changesof slip vector have been found
elsewherein Iran. The MainZagros Reverse Fault [2]
behavedas a high-anglereverse fault during the Late
Mesozoic-Early Quaternary orogenic movements
(Zagros Orogenyor Wallachain), while in the same
place the MainRecent Fault [9], which formedlater,
has shownright-lateral strike-slip movement
during
recent earthquakes(Fig. 1, inset). Anothercase
slip vector changingduring Early and Late Quaternary
time was noticed along the Buyin Zahra (Ipak) earthquakefault [2].
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7. Damage
to buildings
$

Fig. 6. Fault planesolutionof the Bob-Tangol
mainshockof
19 December
1977.Equalarea projectionof the lowerhemisphereof the focal sphere.Long-period
polarityobservations
are shown
as largecircles andshort-perioddataas smallcircles;
openif the polaritywasdilational,solid if it wascompressional.T = tensionaxis, P = pressureaxis. Thefocusis takento
be in the crust witha P-wave
velocityof 6.8 kms-1. The
strike anddipof the surfacebreakare also shown.

along the NI40°Edirection is consistent with the
first plane being the fault plane. Althoughthe solution
showsa large lateral movement,there is a small component of thrusting which was not detectable on the
surface during field work. The movement
at the surface presentedmanystrike-slip features; right-lateral
offsets of stream beds, right-lateral en-~chelontension
features, wheeltrack offsets, etc. (Figs. 3 and 4). Thus
both the field observations and the fault plane solution
suggest a changeof fault behaviour, and henceof slip
vector, in a relatively short geological period:the major
amountof thrusting in the Early Quaternary changing
to a predominantlyright-lateral movement
during the
recent earthquake.
Theaverage trend of the horizontal slip vector for
Early Quaternary thrust movement
along this fault,
deduced from slickenside measurements(the only
evidenceavailable at present [8]) on the fault plane at
the surface, is N116°Ewith a plunge of 50°SE,whereas
the slip vector fromthe fault plane solution has a
trend of N155°E.This changeof slip vector trend, and

Nomajor engineeringstructures werein the strongly
shakenarea, but the proximity of several mines, power
plant installations, the townof Zarand,and the city of
Kerman(which was partly destroyed during the Qobehe-Sabz earthquake of 1896), makethe study of the
Bob-Tangolearthquake important from the engineering as well as fromgeological and structural points of
view. The earthquake had a restricted damagearea in
whichthe buildings were left in a highly unsafe and
unstable condition. It is concludedthat the motionin
this region was intense and of short duration since continuing motion of even small amplitude wouldhave
destroyed the unstable structures. A few adobe mudstone houses which were built on the bedrock adjacent
to the earthquakefault (e.g. the prayer houseat BobTangol) were damagedbut did not collapse, while the
same style of adobe houses were completely destroyed
in the plain. A lower intensity in the immediatevicinity
of the earthquakefault break than in the region at some
distance from it was also observed by Ambraseys[10]
during the Buyin Zahra earthquake of 1962 and by
Berberian and Tchalenko[11 ] along the Salmasearthquakefault of 1930. The damagedistribution is asymmetric with respect to the surface expressionof faulting (Fig. 2). This is unlikely to be due to the seismic
source (since the fault dips NE)and is probablyassociated with differences in the foundation material
(bedrockto the northeast, alluvial deposits to the
southwestof the earthquakefault), or the difference
in building type.
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8. Aftershock sequences
Aftershock activity during the first four months
appeared to be concentrated along the Bob-Tangol
segment of the Kuh Banan Fault and most aftershocks
were felt by the inhabitants. On 24 December 1977
at 20.20 GMTthe strongest aftershock caused some
additional damageto the villages of the Bob-Tangol
region and made people run outdoors. The last shock
felt by the people in this region was the one of
2 April 1978 at 08.25 GMT.
Five months after the main destructive shock, the
seismic activity shifted northwestwards along the Kuh
Banan Fault and caused a damaging earthquake at
Behabad, not far from the epicentral region of the
1933.11.28 destructive earthquake (Fig. 1). The seismic activity along this segment started two days before
the Behabad damaging shock on 22 May 1978 with a
minor tremor at 07.25 GMT.The second shock was
strongly felt by the Behabadvillagers on 23 Mayat
13.45 GMT.The damaging earthquake took place on
24 May 1978 at 05.10 GMTalong the Behabad segment of the Kuh Banan Fault. During this shock 70
houses were badly damaged and the ceiling of the
Behabad Polic Office collapsed.

9. Concluding remarks
The recent seismic activity of the Bob-Tangol segment of the Kuh Banan Fault started from its northwestern extremity on 17 September 1977 (91 days
before the destructive shock) with a series of minor
tremors and a damaging foreshock. After a 35-day gap
in the "felt" seismic activity following the damaging
foreshock, the seismicity migrated southeastwards
along the same fault segment, creating the destructive
earthquake of 19 December 1977. The damaging foreshock may have increased the stress field in the region
of the mainshock.
Right-lateral ground displacements that accompanied the main shock coincided precisely with the
pre-existing geological fault trace of high-angle reverse
character. The earthquake clearly demonstrates that
slip vectors on individual faults can change. Evidence
of Early Quaternary movement cannot always be
extrapolated to indicate present-day crustal deformation. This must be considered when geological data are
used for recent-tectonic and seismic-risk evaluation
studies. The Bob-Tangol earthquake (coupled with the

Main Recent Fault data of Zagros) indicates that in
structurally complex and inhomogeneous collision
region such as Iran, short-term behaviour is not obviously related to interplate slip vectors derived from
time-averaged data.
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